
Aumulation of 3D Objet Representations within aPereption{Ation{CyleNorbert Kr�uger, Marus Akermann, Gerald SommerLehrstuhl f�ur kognitive SystemeInstitut f�ur Informatik,Christian{Albrehts{Universit�at zu KielPreusserstrasse 1-9, 24105 Kiel, Germanynkrfmaa,gsg�ks.informatik.uni-kiel.deAbstratWe introdue a roboti{vision system whihis able to extrat objet representations au-tonomously utilizing a tight interation of vi-sual pereption and roboti ation. Controlledmovement of the objet grasped by the robotenables us to �nd orrespondenes within animage sequene. Analogies to human perep-tion and the possibilities of more exible appli-ations with less need for manual interventionare disussed.
1 IntrodutionModel based vision systems usually apply man-ually designed objet representations (see e.g.,[Yuille, 1991℄ or [Lanitis et al., 1997℄). Oftenthese representations are onstruted by CAD{tools (see e.g., [Hansen and Henderson, 1989℄).These methods usually work well but om-monly have drawbaks with the need of man-ual intervention for reating objet representa-tions and the �ne{tuning of these representa-tions. Here we demonstrate an autonomous ex-tration of objet representations making useof a tight interation of pereption and ation:Aumulation of information takes plae withina pereption{ation{yle [Koenderink, 1992,

Sommer, 1997℄. As a hallenging perspetive weaim at a oupled roboti{vision system whihis not equipped with manually designed objetrepresentations but the objet to be manipu-lated is given to the robot and a representationis aumulated by it utilizing robot{ontrolledmovement (see �gure 1 and �gure 3).Feature extration faes the problem that se-manti information extrated by arti�ial sys-tems from a single image or stereo images evenunder optimal onditions is neessarily imper-fet. For instane, although there exist a largeamount of edge detetors none of them is om-parable to human performane. One importantreason for the extremely good performane ofhumans on these tasks is that the human vi-sual system applies onstraints to interpret aertain sene or situation. A situation neverstands for itself but is embedded in a time on-tinuum [Gibson, 1979℄. Therefore an importantonstraint is the utilization of the oherene ofobjets during a rigid body motion whih al-lows to aumulate information over time. Fur-thermore as additional onstraint the statistialrelations of the ourrene of events (Gestaltpriniples, see e.g., [Ellis, 1938℄) are used by thehuman visual system to orret errors ourringon di�erent levels of visual proessing.In this paper we suggest to aumulate objetrepresentations from image sequenes applyingboth onstraints (rigid{body motion and theGestalt priniple ollinearity) mentioned above.We aount for the vagueness of semanti in-formation extrated from single images by as-



signing on�denes to this information and a-umulating this information over an image se-quene of a moving objet. Although the in-formation extrated from single images ontainerrors (see the representations on the left handside of �gure 1) a more stable representationan be ahieved by ombining information fromdi�erent images (see right hand side of �gure1). Beause the objet an hange its positionand orientation | and this hange might bewanted beause another view of the objet givesnew information whih might not be extratablefrom another view | we fae the orrespon-dene problem: Correspondenes between en-tities desribing the objet in di�erent images(or 3D interpretations extrated from stereo im-ages) are not known.In this paper the orrespondene problem issolved by making use of interation of ationand pereption, the parameter of motion areknown beause the robot manipulates the ob-jet. Knowing the orrespondenes an algo-rithm an be applied to update and improve theobjet representation iteratively. The algorithmis an extension of an algorithm introdued in[Kr�uger, 1998, P�otzsh et al., 1999℄ whih onlyhas dealt with 2D representation and transla-tional motion. At the end of the paper we de-sribe analogies to human objet pereption andthe perspetive of more exible appliations ofrobots.2 Extration of Objet Rep-resentationsOur algorithm an be divided into two parts,preproessing and aumulation. The algorithmis applied to a stereo image sequene in whihthe objet grasped by the robot is shown to thesystem in various positions and orientations (seeimages in �gure 1). A representation is aumu-lated over the stereo image sequene (see �g-ure 1 right). Although the representations ex-trated from one stereo image pair shows miss-ing line segments (left) the aumulated repre-sentation is more omplete (right). In the fol-lowing we give a short desription of the algo-rithm, for details see [Akermann, 2000℄.

2.1 Extration of a 3D Represen-tation from Stereo ImagesIn the preproessing step a representation ofthe objet grasped by the robot and pre-sented at a ertain position and orientationis extrated. The orientation of the objetdi�ers in eah stereo image pair (�gure 1).The objet representation onsists of loal 3D{line segments and is extrated using alibratedameras and epipolar geometry. First, ineah single image lines are extrated usingthe orientation sensitive Hough transformation[Prinen et al., 1990℄. The Hough lines are di-vided into loal line segments aording to lo-al information indiating evidene for the ex-istene of a loal line segment at a ertain pixelposition in the image (see �gure 2) by eval-uating gradient information. In this way theGestalt priniple ollinearity is realized: the en-tity 'loal line segment' an only be extratedwhen there is loal support (a high magnitudeof the gradient) and global support (the line seg-ment is part of a Hough line). Seond, orre-spondenes of line segments in the two stereoimages are found. The epipolar onstraint isused to redue the searh problem to a one-dimensional problem. On the epipolar line or-responding to a ertain line segment the bestmath is de�ned as the orresponding entity.For �nding the best math a similarity om-bining gray level information (by evaluating theorrelation of image pathes) and semanti in-formation (evaluating the di�erenes in the ori-entation of the found line segments) are used.In most ases the orrespondene of 2D line seg-ments de�nes a 3D line segment. In some ases,when the 2D line segments are lose to a 'riti-al plane' [Faugeras, 1993, Hahn, 1999℄ the or-respondenes do not uniquely de�ne a 3D linesegment and a 3D representation of parts of theobjet an not be extrated.The representation extrated from a singlestereo image pair usually is not perfet (see�gure 1), there are many missing parts (be-ause of the ritial plane, orrespondenes notfound, not deteted hough lines or not extrated2D line segments in one of the two stereo im-ages) and some 'wrong' line segments (beauseof wrong orrespondenes or wrong 2D line seg-ments extrated during preproessing). Here



Figure 1: left) top: left and right image of an objet. bottom: the projeted 3D representationextrated from the stereo images. middle) Two pairs of stereo images (top: left amera image,middle: right amera image) and the the projeted 3D representation (bottom). right) Projeted3D Representation aumulated over a set of stereo images. Dark areas represent line segmentsaumulating high on�denes. Grey areas represent line segments aumulating medium or lowon�denes.we fae the problem that semanti informationan not be extrated with suÆient aurayfrom single or stereo images whih is also oneof the the reasons for the need of manually de-signed objet representations in many arti�ialsystems.To ahieve a suitable representation au-tonomously and to overome the need of manualintervention we aumulate evidene over a selfgenerated stereo image sequene as desribed inthe next subsetion.2.2 Aumulation of Objet Rep-resentations in Stereo ImageSequenesThe objet representation omputed from the�rst stereo image pair onsists of a list L of3D line segments l = (x; y; z; �1; �2; e), i.e., aline segment is desribed by its position (x; y; z)and two angles �1 and �2 desribing its ori-entation by azimuth angles and its elongatione. For these entities a metri d(l; l0) an bede�ned whih gives low values for similar linesegments and high values for dissimilar line seg-ments. Here similarity is measured in spae andorientation, i.e. in the parameters (x; y; z) and(�1; �2) and elongation e.

A rigid body movement M of the robot anbe desribed by six parameters ~� 2 IR6, threedesribing translation and the others desrib-ing rotation. Let M ~�(L) be the list of loalline segments representing the objet represen-tation L moved by ~�. Let ~L be the list of loalline segments extrated from a new stereo imagepair. In this image pair the objet is shown af-ter a movement whose parameters ~� are known.For our algorithm the orrespondenes betweenthe representations ~L and L have to be known.This an be easily ahieved by applying the rigidbody motionM ~� to the stored representationL:M ~�(L) = ~LAfter ahieving orrespondenes the two rep-resentations M ~�(L) and ~L an be merged by asimple update rule. Roughly speaking, for eahline segment li in M ~�(L) we searh for a linesegment ~lj in ~L whih is lose to li aording toour metri d. If suh a orresponding line seg-ment has been found a value i, indiating theon�dene of the system that li is part of the ob-jet, is inreased, otherwise it is dereased. Linesegments in ~L to whih no orrespondenes inM ~�(L) do exist are inluded in the aumulatedrepresentation with only low on�denes. Aftera ouple of iterations with di�erent views of the



Figure 2: Left: Extrated Hough lines applying orientation sensitive Hough transformation. Right:Loal line segments representing the objet.objet the aumulated representation beomesmore and more stable (see �gure 1 right and�gure 3 and 4).3 Analogies to Human Per-eptionOur system shows an interesting analogy to hu-man objet learning. After approximately sixmonths a baby is able to perform visually on-trolled movements of its arms. Then babiesare in a position to produe ontrolled train-ing data as we did with our robot and am-era. Interestingly enough, the infants' oneptof objets hanges dramatially at this stage ofdevelopment: babies younger than six monthspereive an objet as \something at a ertainposition" or \something moving with a ertainveloity". Objets have no \above, below, left,right, in front or behind" [Bower, 1971℄. Afterapproximately six months the representation ofobjets starts to be based on form [Bower, 1971℄and objets aquire permany, i.e., objets on-tinue to exist for the baby while being oluded[Piaget, 1976℄. To our knowledge the relation-ship between self{ontrolled movements of ob-jets and internal objet representation has notbeen investigated in any detail. Nevertheless,the ability to reate a situation in whih an ob-jet appears under ontrolled onditions and inwhih orrespondenes an be ahieved by mak-

ing use of also body movement information mayhelp, as in our system, to extrat suitable rep-resentations of objets.4 ConlusionWe showed that our algorithm is able to a-umulate autonomously representations utiliz-ing self{ontrolled movements. For the futurea robot systems equipped with the ability toextrat eÆient objet representations in a nor-mal environment promises more exible appli-ations of robot vision systems. Instead of beingequipped with manually de�ned representationsthe robot may use its own ability as a basis formanipulation and reognition.AknowledgementWe would like to thank Daniel Grest, MaroHahn, Bodo Rosenhahn and Daniel Wendor�whose work at the software library KiViGraPwas very helpful for our simulations. For tehni-al support we would like to thank Gerd Diesnerand Henrik Shmidt.Referenes[Akermann, 2000℄ Akermann, M. (2000).Akkumulieren von Objektrepr�asentationen



Figure 3: Learning of an objet representation (Frame 1{6). Left: one of the stero images. Middle:Representation extrated from one stereo image pair. Right: Aumulated representation.



Figure 4: Learning of an objet representation (Frame 7{11). Left: one of the stero images. Middle:Representation extrated from one stereo image pair. Right: Aumulated representation.
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